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Abstract. Data is vital for almost all sorts of business processes and
workflows. However, the possession of personal data of other beings bear
consequences. Data is prone to abuses through the exposure to adver-
saries in case of data breaches or insider’s illegitimate access and process-
ing, hence adding to customer distrust. The data minimisation principle
of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), as a proactive ap-
proach, requires the collection of personal data to be limited to what
is necessary for the legitimate processing purpose(s). Data degradation
advocates for periodic inter-process data minimisation in a multi-process
environment. In this context, we are proposing intra-process data degra-
dation as a continuous data minimisation function during the process
life. In our solution, the granularity or the information level of the pro-
cess data is reduced at suitable instances in the process life to the mini-
mum sufficient level for a successful completion of the remaining process.
We devise three effective data degradation policies to realise and guide
intra-process data degradation in business processes. We show through a
proof-of-concept implementation the applicability of the introduced con-
cept and the effectiveness of one of the policies. Our proposed approach
intrinsically reduces privacy infringement damages which contribute to
end-users trust in the processes.

1 Introduction

Data is an exploitable asset which organisations process in primary processes
for fulfillment of organisational goals and in secondary processes to create added
value for the organisation as well as the customers. Process data may contain
sensitive personal data of related actors: customers and the organisational re-
sources. Rosemann [11] identifies the consideration for privacy measures in pro-
cessing their data as one of the end-user trust concerns, which negatively impacts
their engagement with a process. Long-term possession of data has added risk
of either being exposed to adversaries through data breaches1 or illegitimately
accessed by ill-intentioned insiders2, causing intractable losses3.

1 www.thesun.co.uk/money/11657383/easyjet-hacked-cyber-attack-customer-data
2 https://www.compliancehome.com/dutch-dpa-gdpr-fine-haga-hospital
3 www.egnyte.com/blog/2017/06/how-much-does-a-data-breach-cost-a-business

www.thesun.co.uk/money/11657383/easyjet-hacked-cyber-attack-customer-data
https://www.compliancehome.com/dutch-dpa-gdpr-fine-haga-hospital
www.egnyte.com/blog/2017/06/how-much-does-a-data-breach-cost-a-business


A plethora of security and privacy enabling solutions have been devised but
as a matter of fact no solution is foolproof. Data leakages and breaches still
happen. One potential damage reduction solution in the context is data minimi-
sation. Being one of the General Data Protection Regulation processing princi-
ples, data minimisation requires that “personal data should be adequate, relevant
and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are
processed”. Data minimisation, implying data minimality at collection stage,
inherently minimises any exposure aftermath. Data minimisation is frequently
practiced by most of us. For instance, for birthdays greeting and celebration
purposes, usually only the day and month of the birth is disclosed to the ac-
quaintances. Maintaining own privacy but not revealing the exact birth year
data does not spoil the birthday celebration process.

Even while collecting limited data, data controllers still run into the risk of
retaining data which can be of interest to adversaries. The data degradation
concept advocates incremental data minimisation in chained processes, where
the same data is processed for multiple purposes with varying granularity. In
essence, the level of details in data shall be lowered at specific instances in
between these processes to the extent that the resulting granularity is exactly
sufficient for succeeding process(es) in the processes chain. The term granularity
is used in place of precision, the native term in the related literature, to avoid
confusion when using it in process mining field.

Practically, data elements can become granularity-wise fully or partially su-
perfluous even during the execution of a process. In this paper, we are taking data
degradation one step further by proposing intra-process data degradation, where
data shall be continuously degraded during the course of an individual process.
Various vertical and horizontal granularity or information reduction techniques
for degrading data elements can be realised. Business process(es) may end up
starving for data if the data elements are degraded beyond the limit required
for successful execution of the remaining process activities. To avoid such data
starvation, we propose multiple data degradation policies. Each one of these data
degradation policies is suitable for specific business process category in terms of
usual process life, process activities flux, and data degradation associated costs.

With the larger research goal of realising data degradation in the data per-
spective of business processes, we are framing our contributions in this paper by
answering two concrete research questions. RQ1 : What are the different realis-
able intra-process data degradation policies? RQ2 : What are the open challenges
for realising data degradation in the data perspective of business processes?

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an overview
of the related work on data minimisation and data degradation, followed by a use
case example. Section 3 provides the preliminaries for intra-process data degra-
dation and various data degradation techniques. Further, this section details on
our introduced data degradation policies. Section 4 provides a proof of concept
implementation for one of the introduced policies. Section 5 discusses some of
the major foreseen challenges. Finally, Section 6 discusses the extent to which
the two research questions have been answered.



2 Related Work and Use Case

This section details on the related work for data minimisation and data degra-
dation, along with a use case example to be referenced throughout the paper.

2.1 Related Work

Domain generalisation graphs were introduced by Hilderman et al. [9]. Primarily
aimed at large databases, the hierarchical levels of these graphs are utilised for
rolling up and drilling down the data in the database. Anciaux et al. [4,5], taking
into account the domain generalisation graphs of [9], proposed degrading data
elements in case the current level of granularity is not required in future pro-
cesses. For this purpose, the authors utilise the hard-wired time-based lifecycle
policy model of Anciaux et al. [3]. van Heerde et al. [14] attempts to personalise
the time-based lifecycle policies to stakeholders having varying preferences.

Our work, progressing upon the initial work in [15], is different from [3–5] on
three grounds. First, the approach proposed in [3–5] is time-based recurrent for
inter-processes, where multiple processes having distinct and mutually exclusive
boundaries use the same data. Granularity or information level of data elements
remains the same during the course of an individual process. Our proposed ap-
proach is intra-process and has three variants. Second, the approach in [4, 5] is
database-centric while our data degradation policies are more process-centric.
Third, the approach in [3–5] being database-centric, highlights the data degra-
dation implementation related challenges therein. Our process-centric approach
highlights the implementation challenges being faced from business processes
perspective. To the best of our knowledge no work exists that extends the data
degradation approach, especially from the perspective of business processes.

A theoretical approach, that applies data degradation but in a self-triggered
way has been proposed by Geambasu et al. [6], where data become unusable
after a designated period. The ‘Sticky policies’ approach of Pearson et al. [10]
propose appending allowed usage and associated obligations as machine-readable
policies to data transferred outside organisational boundaries. The sticky policy
solution is primarily aimed at data access minimisation. k -Anonymity, proposed
by Samarati [12], is an example of group-level granularity and retained informa-
tion reduction technique where a group of at least k data element instances are
made indistinguishable. Complete GDPR compliance is non-trivial and different
works such as Agostinelli et al. [2] have addressed some aspects of GDPR.

2.2 Running Use Case Example

We consider an example test drive process of a car dealership (cf. Figure 1). The
car dealerships arrange test drive events in first and second quarter of each year.
People interested in one of the upcoming test driving events can register in the
car dealership information system through an online portal. Personal data espe-
cially date of birth, driving license details, and occupation are provided during
registration to be used for eligibility assessment of the test drive candidates.



Fig. 1: A Car Dealership Example Business Process Model.

The three eligibility assessment checks are performed in parallel in this exam-
ple to introduce a parallelism scenario. Apart from checking the validity of the
driving license, the Driving License Check activity compares the license issuance
year and the birth year of the candidate to ascertain if the license was issued
at an adult age, which otherwise can highlight a fraud. Eligible candidates are
assigned to one of the test drive events and later contacted at some time prior
to the planned test drive event for scheduling a test drive. Usually, the complete
process may span over several months. Also, the duration from registering a test
drive request till the activity Assign to Event may just be a few weeks, and
therefore contributes as a fraction to the total process duration. Note that the
example process is represented in BPMN formalism since the implementation
platform for the concept currently does not support Petri nets.

3 Intra-Process Data Degradation

This section constitutes the building blocks of our intra-process data degradation
approach. We present some preliminaries, followed by data elements degradation
techniques. Then we explain our proposed data degradation policies.

3.1 Intra-process Data Degradation Preliminaries

Article 4 of the GDPR abstractly defines personal data of the data subjects.

Definition 1 (Personal Data). “personal data” means any information relat-
ing to an identified or identifiable natural person (“data subject”).

Definition 2 (Universes). Let:

– V be the universe of all variables,
– U is the universe of all possible values for the universe of variables V ,
– Vp ⊂ V is the set of process variables of a business process,
– V ′

p ⊆ Vp is the set of process variables containing personal data.



Definition 3 (Process Model). A process model as a Petri net is represented
as a Tuple N = (P, T, F,M, Vp) where P represents a finite set of places, T a
finite set of transitions, F ⊂ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) a set of flow relations between
places and transitions, and M represents the marking i.e., state of the process,
as tokens over the places P . MI ⊂M is the set of initial markings and MF ⊂M
is the set of the final markings. Transitions T read, write, or manipulate the
values of the process variables Vp in order to fulfill their specific purposes.

Definition 4 (Intra-process Data Degradation). The level of details in
personal data (i.e. the values u ⊂ U of all v′p ∈ V ′

p), should always be lowered
at suitable points in the process(es) timeline such that the resulting granularity
and retained information remain sufficient for the successful completion of the
process(es) i.e., at least a state from MF is still reachable.

Our intra-process data degradation definition highlights two important as-
pects, namely: suitable points and granularity and retained information. The
techniques presented in the next two sections will cater for these two aspects.

3.2 Data Elements Degradation Techniques

A process variable v′p ∈ V ′
p can be assigned multiple distinct but related values

{ui, uj , uk, · · · , un} ⊂ U such that all these values contain the required informa-
tion to fulfill the common processing purpose(s). At the same time, these values
have the potential to be utilised for fulfilling purposes unique to each value or
a subset of these values. For instance, both the cell number and the landline
number of a person can be used for correspondence purpose but the cell number
can also be used for tracing purposes. Not all potential purposes are legitimate
and some may lead or exclusively be meant for privacy infringements.

The values {ui, uj , uk, · · · , un} can be ordered ui ≺ uj ≺ uk, · · · ,≺ un such
that the information, or in other words the number of purposes a value can serve,
in a specific context reduces down the list. Importantly, a valid ordering in one
context may not hold valid in a different context. Since our prime concern is
privacy, we are interested in orderings where the sensitivity of information and
therefore the potential of privacy infringements reduces down the list.

The sensitivity-reduction based ordering of possible values of a process vari-
able v′p can be achieved through two types of techniques: vertical and horizontal.
As proposed by Anciaux et al. [5], the domain generalisation graphs of Hilder-
man et al. [9] provide a mechanism for vertical ordering of the multiple values of
v′p. Values of some data elements can be fitted into a tree-like graph, such that
traversing from the leaf node towards the root node reduces the granularity and
retained information of the data element. A house address makes a perfect ex-
ample where the different address parts have increasing abstraction and fits in to
a generalisation graph. The horizontal techniques transform a data element into
some alternate representation such that the embedded information is reduced or
in other words, the entropy is increased in a specific context. For instance, the
data element date of birth in the dd-mm-yyyy format can be transformed to
{child, teen, adult, elderly} configuration.



Degradation of a data element’s value can be realised by replacing the current
value ui of the data attribute v′p with an alternate value down its sensitivity-
reduction based ordered list i.e., ui should be replaced by some other value in the
ordered list ui ≺ uj ≺ uk, · · · ,≺ un. A degradation function takes as input the
current value of a data attribute and provides as output the next potential value.
The degradation instances, for calling the degradation function, are managed by
the data degradation policies which is the subject of the next section.

3.3 Data Degradation Policies

Definition 5 (Data Degradation Policy). A data degradation policy defines
the (recurrence) criteria for initiation of data degradation during the course of
a business process.

A data degradation policy essentially caters the suitable points aspect of our
intra-process data degradation definition. In this paper, three of such policies
are proposed: time-driven, event-driven, and event-driven with margin. These
three policies are depicted in Figure 2 with data degradation triggering events
lying on x-axis and degradation levels of data on y-axis. The heatmap colouring
depicts the sensitivity of the data in-between degradation instances. Each data
degradation policy is intrinsically suitable for specific variants of processes.

Time-driven Data Degradation: In time-driven data degradation policy,
the value degradation of a data element is initiated at predefined time instances
{Ti, Tj , Tk, · · ·} in the process timeline. Usually, these time instances are equi-
distant i.e., ∆Tij = ∆Tjk for all i, j, k values, where i, j, k, · · · are alternating data
degradation instances. Referring to Figure 2a and the example business process
of Figure 1, a typical time-driven data degradation policy would be “degrade
data element date of birth one level every week”.

The periodicity of data degradation instances, or the suitable points aspect
of our intra-process data degradation, depends on multiple factors such as data
degradation costs, completion times of the process activities, usual process du-
ration, processing nature of the process i.e., single-instance or multi-instance.
Single-instance processes usually batch process data related to multiple cases
such as the customer segmentation process for instance. While, in multi-instance
processes, an individual instance of the business process is initiated for each in-
dividual case such as a bank loan application process for example.

From the perspective of data repository, the time-driven data degradation
policy is suitable for environments where the data degradation costs are high.
This policy can be used in cases where the unavailability of the repository during
data degradation operations highly affects the performance of the core business
process. The composition of the data repositories is a further critical factor to be
taken into account. If the process data is scattered or replicated over redundant
(heterogeneous) repositories then infrequent time-driven data degradation policy
is adequate.



For the time-driven data degradation policy to be effective and starvation-
safe, activities in the business process should have time-bounds on completion.
Business processes, however, are prone to deviations from normal behavior in
both control and time perspectives. Therefore, time-driven data degradation pol-
icy can potentially lead to data starvation in case of deviations where activities
are executed later than expected. Additionally, this policy degrades data at pre-
defined time instances and as such data can be unnecessarily retained although
it may have become superfluous.

Event-driven Data Degradation: Event-driven data degradation policy caters
for the shortcomings of time-driven data degradation policy. With this policy in
place, the value degradation of a data element is initiated as soon as the current
granularity or retained information level is no longer required for the successful
completion of the process.

Data degradation initiation instances, or the suitable points aspect of our
intra-process data degradation, are linked to the completion of specific process
activities. The completion of these activities marks the current information level
of a specific data element to be superfluous and renders it eligible for degrada-
tion. Referring to our example process of Figure 1 and the event-driven data
degradation policy in Figure 2b, the value of data element date of birth is
degraded one level as soon as activity Check Age is executed and later degraded
one further level when activity Assign to Event is executed.

From the perspective of data repository, the event-driven data degradation
policy is suitable for environments where data degradation costs are low and the
unavailability of the repository during data degradation operations has a negli-
gible effect on the performance of the core business process. From the business
process perspective, the event-driven data degradation policy is suitable for both
single-instance and multi-instance categories of business processes. Business pro-
cesses with evenly or sparsely distributed activities constitute an ideal case for
event-driven data degradation policy.

The control-flow deviations are a major threat to event-driven data degrada-
tion policy. Activities triggering data degradation can be executed ahead of their
predecessor activities which may consequently leave the latter starving for data
at pre-degradation information level. In case of deviations with respect to time
perspective, processes with event-driven data degradation in place are unlikely
to suffer from data starvation.

Event-driven Data Degradation with Margin: In this policy, the value
degradation of a data element is initiated at a suitable offset after the execution
of the last process activity requiring the data at the current granularity and
retained information level.

This policy is suitable for categories of processes where either an applicable
regulation or some sort of an expected preemption requires that data should obli-
gatorily be retained for a specified period of time. Different potential scenarios
could be: (i) audit teams can randomly pick cases to be analysed for compliance
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(a) Time-Driven Data Degradation Policy.
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(b) Event-Driven Data Degradation Policy (cf. Figure 1 for the events in the process model).
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(c) Event-Driven Data Degradation Policy (cf. Figure 1 for the events in the process model).

Fig. 2: Data Degradation Policies Discussed in this Work for Data Element date of

birth in the Context of Example Process of Figure 1, adopted from [15].



and therefore data should be retained for some specified period, (ii) customers
are entitled to object to an automated decision within a specified time frame, or
(iii) the management occasionally inspects cases leading towards an undesirable
result such as loan applications leading towards rejection.

In all the previously mentioned and many more related scenarios, data should
not be degraded promptly but should instead be retained for a specific period of
time, even if it is believed to be superfluous. Referring to our example process
of Figure 1 and the event-driven data degradation with margin policy of Figure
2c, the value of data element date of birth is degraded with a suitable offset
following the execution of activity Check Age and later degraded one additional
level with a suitable offset after the execution of activity Assign to Event.

4 A Proof of Concept Implementation

We have realised our intra-process data degradation approach in Camunda BPM4,
which is a java-based open-source workflow automation platform. It currently
supports BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation), CMMN (Case Manage-
ment Model and Notation) and DMN (Decision Model and Notation). Being a
powerful workflow platform, the process engine can be bootstrapped in a java
application or alternatively java applications can be deployed to the process en-
gine through webapps mechanism. The engine provides Java APIs for providing
interfaces. Our implementation as webapps is available on SurfDrive5.

In our implementation, the example process of Figure 1 is coupled with the
event-driven data degradation policy of Figure 2b. We are presenting screenshots
of the Camunda cockpit at different process stages in Figures (3a-3d). The date
of birth, represented as variable DateOfBirth in the screenshots, is provided at
registration stage (cf. Figure 3a). Once utilised for checking age eligibility for a
test drive by activity Age Check, the date of birth data element is degraded
one level such that only month and birth year are retained (cf. Figure 3b).
Recalling from the process specification in Section 2, the assessment activity
Check Driving License also utilises the year of birth for a check. Even with
preceding of the activity Age Check and its degradation of the DateOfBirth, the
mentioned check can still be performed (cf. Figure 3c). If eligibility is proven,
the request is further processed through activity Assign to Event and date of

birth is further degraded to contain birth year only (cf. Figure 3d).
To illustrate the efficacy and a qualitative analysis of our approach, assume

a data exposure incident happening when applying this policy compared to the
case of a similar process implemented without data degradation. Usually the
elapsed time from the start of the process till the activity Assign to Event con-
tributes as a fraction to the process completion time. Therefore, during the major
portion of the process duration stretching from activity Assign to Event till end
of the process, the incident will result in revealing far less sensitive information
in our data degradation backed approach. The risk in our case is comparably

4 https://www.camunda.com
5 https://surfdrive.surf.nl/files/index.php/s/E7mU4UQCLffmyoQ

https://www.camunda.com
https://surfdrive.surf.nl/files/index.php/s/E7mU4UQCLffmyoQ


(a) Process Execution without Degraded Process Variables.

(b) Level1 Degradation of Data Element date of birth (cf. Figure 2b).

(c) Execution of activity“Driving License Check” even with Level1 Degradation of Data Element
date of birth (cf. Figure 2b).

Fig. 3: Screenshots of Camunda Process Execution with Data Degradation.



(d) Level2 Degradation of Data Element date of birth (cf. Figure 2b).

Fig. 3: Screenshots of Camunda Process Execution with Data Degradation (cont.)

less even before the activity Assign to Event as we start degrading DateOfBirth

very early in the process.

5 Challenges and Future Directions

In spite the initial effectiveness of the introduced concepts, some initial chal-
lenges identified in the context of the BPR4GDPR [1] project are still to be ad-
dressed. The foremost challenge is the formalisation of the presented concepts.
Such formalisation will in turn highlight further challenges. The complexity of
the processing environments is considered to be another challenging situation for
our intra-process data degradation approach. Having multiple processes operat-
ing on the same data concurrently, sequentially or in a cascading pattern and
having multiple organisations involved in beyond-boundary processing as part
of a single process are examples of this kind of complexity.

The structural complexity of real world business processes is a further im-
portant challenge. Process models contain combination of parallelism, choices
and the most challenging looping construct. All these constructs introduce be-
havioral complexity in the incumbent business processes e.g. with sophisticated
customer journeys handling sensitive data [13]. Our current version of the data
degradation policies are still unable to handle such behavioral diversity which
makes data degradation hard to realise. We will therefore investigate much more
advanced, probably hybrid, data degradation policies possibly by checking con-
cept drifts [7, 8] in the underlying process model to infer suitable degradation
points.



6 Conclusion

With the research goal of realising data degradation in the data perspective of
the business processes, we introduced inter-process data degradation in this pa-
per. Section 3 introduced vertical and horizontal data degradation techniques
as means for reducing granularity and retained information of data elements.
Having a mechanism to degrade data, we proposed three data degradation poli-
cies for guiding the intra-process data degradation, thus catering for RQ1. To
answer RQ2, we highlighted several potential future challenges for positioning
data degradation in the data perspective of business processes in Section 5. We
demonstrated the viability and damage reduction potential of our proposed ap-
proach in cases of data exposure with the help of an example process.
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